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What are crypto assets?

They are digital assets commonly known as crypto currencies. ‘Crypto’ means hidden, referring to the secure
digital way data is held on who owns the asset, and ‘currencies’ reflects that this is a type of digital money.

Some commonly known crypto assets include Bitcoin, Binance, Ethereum and Tether though there are
thousands more, with new ones being added regularly.

Crypto assets differ from traditional assets in that there is no central regulation authority, or government to
control and regulate them in the way there is with banks and building societies. They operate using blockchain
technology which is essentially a database ledger system to authenticate digital transactions.

Are they included in a divorce settlement?

In short, yes. Both spouses are under a duty to make full and frank disclosure of all assets that they own. Crypto
assets are considered to be an asset under the law of England and Wales and therefore they must also be
disclosed and will form part of the division of matrimonial assets. The assets will need to be valued, the same as
any other asset.

How are crypto assets valued for divorce?

Crypto assets tend to trade in a highly volatile market. This is in contrast to traditional assets such as property,
pensions and bank accounts which do not usually fluctuate to any great degree over the course of a few
months. This means that if you are entering settlement discussions or attending court and your pension
valuation was six weeks old, it is unlikely to cause a problem as its value will be very similar to six weeks ago.

Each crypto asset has a value that can go up and down. How much of each crypto asset you hold will be
multiplied by the published value for one of those assets, much the same way in which share valuations are
calculated. It is important that the valuation of any crypto assets is up to date on the day of negotiations or a
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court hearing.

How can they be divided?

Crypto assets can be treated in the same manner as more traditional assets. The court has the power to order
their transfer in whole or in part to the other spouse. This usually means a separate crypto account being set up
for the other spouse. The court can also order their sale, with a division of the proceeds being ordered between
the spouses.

It is not uncommon for significant variance in the value of crypto assets from one day to the next. This makes it
hard to ensure that a fair settlement is achieved. Often judges will seek that both spouses end up owning some
of each type of crypto currency.  This at least ensures both are exposed to the potential gains and losses in the
market.

However, sharing is not an option with an NFT. Significant caution should be taken by any spouse seeking to
offset crypto assets against more stable and traditional assets. What seems like a fair deal one day, could be
grossly unfair to one spouse by the next.

What if you think your spouse is hiding crypto?

If you have evidence that your spouse previously owned crypto assets, or they told you that they did, then you
can ask the court for an order for disclosure. If your

spouse continues to deny holding any then it may be necessary to carry out a forensic investigation of their
accounts. Often there can be historic signs in bank accounts, such as a transaction to initially buy some crypto-
currency. It may be necessary to engage a specialist forensic accountant who can analyse your former spouse’s
disclosure for irregularities.

Unfortunately, the reality of crypto assets means they are easier to hide than traditional assets. However, a judge
has the power to infer that there are hidden assets, if there are irregularities that cannot be explained. The judge
can then make an adjustment for this when making their final order.

 

If you would like any further information or help with crypto assets and divorce, please do not hesitate to
contact the Family team or Giuseppe Pingerna on 01202 786161 or email him at giuseppe.pingerna@la-law.com.
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